
 

CASE STUDY BUNTING - GEOGRAPHY  
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- 

Case Study of growth in the Secondary Sector - CHINA 

Choose a study you 

have made of 

growth of the 

secondary sector in 

a LIC or MIC. Explain 

the effects of this 

growth 

 

(6 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

Causes of the Rapid Growth: (Physical and Human Causes) 

Consequences of the Rapid Growth: 

RAW MATERIALS - wealth of natural resources - e.g. coal/oil/gas - used to fuel industrial development 

  LOCATION - next to developing markets e.g. Taiwan/S Korea - market for manufactured goods 

    WORKFORCE - plentiful supply of workers and pay low wages - profit invested back into business 

      GOVERNMENT POLICY - reversal of policy - foreign investment now encouraged 

         GLOBALISATION - many companies in HICs invest in factories in China where labour is cheap 

           EDUCATION - rapid rise in literacy levels (90%) - unskilled & skilled workers fuelling growth. 

 

China has undergone recent economic development - its GNP per capita was $620 in 1995 by 2005 it had 

nearly tripled to $1,700 - it is now $6,807! Why has it's economy grown so quick? 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

 Chinese economy grown rapidly over last 20 years 

 now exports exceed imports leading to healthy economy 

 BUT - the gap between rich and poor has increased 

 
 Linfen - most polluted city in world and water supply  

polluted 

 Coal is still major energy source (CO2 contributions high) 

 16 of world's 20 most polluted cities found in China 

 80% of rivers here are below standard 

 760,0000 deaths / yr from water/air pollution 

 
SOCIAL IMPACTS 

 few laws to protect workers 

 forced to work long hours in poor conditions 

 massive rural-urban migration 

 some exploitation of workforce 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 
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- 

Case Study of Rapid Urban Growth in a LIC - CAIRO 

For one urban 

area in a LIC you 

have studied, 

explain the 

negative effects 

of rapid growth in 

the area  

(6 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

Why is Cairo's Population growing so quickly? 

1. Increased life expectancy - 41 (1960) to 70 (2010) and a high natural increase with a BR of 30.6/1000 

and a death rate of 7.3/1000 - has led to very rapid growth. 

    2 . Rural-urban migration has also led to its growth - people moving from poor undeveloped areas 

        of Egypt. Cairo is also seen by some as part of a 'step-migration' before moving to Gulf countries. 

 

Cairo, has 25% of Egypt's population and population grows at 500,000/yr. 

Effects of Growth 

WATER POLLUTION - many streams and irrigation canals filled with plastic bags of 

solid waste and 80% of industrial waste discharged into Nile. 23% do not have 

access to fresh water and 25% not connect to sewage mains. 

NOISE POLLUTION - high noise levels due to millions of vehicles, nightclub 

boats on the Nile (Saraya al Gezira) and loudspeakers for the call to prayer. 

AIR POLLUTION - caused by tranpsort and industry - suns rays blocked 

by smog - many children suffer Vit D deficiency. In Shoubra el Kheima - 

high levels of lead concentration - cause tooth decay and lung 

problems HOUSING PROBLEMS - housing overcrowded - 60% of  

population in shanty dwellings - inc. "City of Dead" a cemetery 

  - up to 1million believed to live here - no connections to   

     water/sewage.  

LAND POLLUTION - 10,000 tonnes of waste produced 

per day - but only 60% collected - rest rots in street - 

many rat/vermin problems spreading disease. 

Positives of rapid growth - large purchasing 

power which has helped economy & never 

shortage of people willing to do low paid 

jobs (e.g.  Zabbaleen - waste collectors) 
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Case Study of reducing birth rate - CHINA'S ONE CHILD POLICY 

Describe and 

explain how one 

country you have 

studied has 

tackled the issue 

of 

overpopulation  

(6 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

Incentives for sticking to policy: 

1. Free contraception and sterilisation made available 

  2. Marriageable age set to 22 for men and 20 for women 

    3. Marriages and pregnancies required approval by local authority (licenses given) 

       4. 'One child certificate" awarded to those who stuck to it - benefits such as priority housing,  

             free medical care, free education, cash bonuses 

           5. Propaganda - posters etc. widely used to remind people to stick to policy. 

 

1950s - China had the philosophy that a large population would be a strong nation and encouraged people 

to have more children BUT by late 1970s serious concerns about overpopulation and rapid growth of 

population - therefore in 1979 - One Child Policy was introduced. 

Disincentives 

1. Financial penalties - Those who had more than one child lost privileges 

and heavy fines (up to x4 wages), could also be sacked from jobs. 

    2. Some forced abortions were recorded and some people were forced  

      to undergo sterilisation 

         3. Granny police' used to monitor people - would keep track on  

            families and who was pregnant and report back to officials. 

On the one hand the policy WAS successful in that the BR    

    has fallen from 34 - 13 per 1000 (1970 -2008) - most     

    successful in urban areas. BUT this was a controversial  

      policy and concerns raised include: 

        - generation of 'little emperors'  

          - examples of infanticide (due to cultural preference 

               for males) and se-selective abortion 

              - gender imbalance - 32 mill more men than  

                 women <20 (can't find wives 'bare branches') 

                  - Prostitution has increased in cities due 

                        to the gender imbalance) 

Evaluating success of the policy: 
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Case study of increasing Birth Rate - Singapore 3 or more! 

With the use of an 

example, explain 

how a country has 

set out to increase 

its birth rate  

(5 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

To overcome worker shortages the Singapore government has encouraged 

immigration but it is also trying to raise BR to further increase the population  

 

A number of strategies have been used to encourage increases in BR: 

 

 Singapore - SE Asia - has a population of about 5 million.  

 Has one of lowest fertility rates in the world (well below replacement rate) 

 1980s government realised that if the BR continued to fall there would not be enough workers 

to support the economy 

 Therefore - 1987 - introduced a '3 or more' policy 

Factfile: 

What has the policy been to increase birth rates? 

1. Increased maternity leave by 50% to 12 weeks (cost of maternity leave 

covered for first four babies) 

     2. Increased child benefits paid to families - families don't have to worry  

         about cost of having a family. 

         3. $3,000 cash gift for 1st/2nd child and $6,000 for 3rd/4th  

           4. Gives entitlement to buy bigger flats (those with no children can  

                have no more than 3 room flats) 

               5. Government match funded savings account for 2nd-4th child 

                 6. Government sponsored dating agencies to encourage 

                     people to get married and start having children earlier. 

 

Slight rise in total fertility rate however 

need to work on chancing social mindsets 

not just monetary policies. 

How successful? 
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Case Study of Ecotourism - 'Footsteps' - The Gambia 

With the use of a 

case study, explain 

how eco-tourism 

cane benefit the 

local community 

and protect the 

environment.  

(6 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

1. Locals earn money from selling local crafts - e.g. 'tie-dye' and        

     'batik.  Craft shop on site sells work of locals and 20% of 

        profits go to local community. 

         2. Furniture in the resort made by local craftsmen 

            3. All 22 staff - employed from local village - Gunjur 

                 (get paid for whole year not just seasonally) 

               4. Employees get medical and dental care  

                    provided 

                   5. Local employees trained and get  

                        opportunities for promotion /career  

                            development 

1. Electricity - main source of electricity is solar power (a renewable energy source - so no   

        CO2 emissions and reducing impact on global warming) 

   2. Water used in sinks / baths ('grey water') is filtered and used on the flower and  

          vegetable gardens 

        3. Heating water for showers - water heated in black pipe in roof - heated by sun so        

              reduces CO2 and reduces water wastage as only lasts 5 mins. 

           4. Composting toilets - harmful substances removed & waste used as compost 

              5. Local food products - vegetables and fruit grown on site (bananas, mango,  

                    oranges etc.) to reduce carbon footprint 

                  6. Huts made from locally sourced wood to be in keeping with  

                        environment 

"Footsteps" is an ecotourism destination in the Gambia - it is structured as a traditional African village 

consisting of 9 African huts which are en-suite. It is open all year. 

 

ECOTOURISM is a form of tourism in which the environmental impact is minimised and benefits  

are brought to the local area and community. 

Benefits for the local community: 

Protection of the environment:  
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GEO

Case Study of EU Resort Development - Blackpool 

For the 

development of 

an EU resort you 

have studied, 

describe how it 

has developed 

during the 

rejuvenation stage 

of the Butler 

model.  

(6 marks) 

Example Exam Question 

 

- rebranding the area to attract a new higher class customer base 

  - creation of new jobs - over £2 million invested 

     - new arts centre built on South Shore and a Sea Life Centre 

       - £14 million upgrade of the Bond Hotel 

          - New sea defences and seafront facilities 

            - built champagne and oyster bars to help with 

               'rebranding' 

              - new rides and roller coasters in the pleasure 

                   beach area. 

7. Rejuvenation Strategies (since 2003): 

1. Exploration (18th century) 

2. Involvement (1780 - 1846) 

3. Development (1850 - 1st World War) 

5. Stagnation 1960s - 1980s 

6. Decline (1980s onwards) 

Blackpool was a small hamlet - only landed gentry visit to bath in sea and 'take in the air' 

1846 railway opened meaning quicker and cheaper travel from Lancashire towns. Huge numbers of 

 working class began to visit Blackpool every weekend from mill towns and  tourist facilities started 

 being built. 

Bank holiday act (1871) and annual holidays granted. Lancashire cotton towns had 'wakes 

week' when workers would go on holiday. Destination developed as more attractions  

  built - e.g. Blackpool Tower and Piers. 

Visitor numbers dropped and day visits went down. Failed bid for  

  new casino 

Decline in popularity and competition from package holidays and cheap air 

travel - sunshine guaranteed in the Med. 

4. Consolidation (inter-war years) 
Visitor numbers continued to increase. Blackpool illuminations extended season. 

More facilities built - e.g. Golden Mile, Winter Gardens & Tussuads. 


